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Last time we covered Markov processes
2-state model
◦ introduction
◦ transition intensity
◦ probabilities
◦ observational framework
◦ MLE

 general multi-state model

Now we turn to approximations to these models which rely on the assumption 
of some probability distribution
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Topic outline
1

• Binomial type models

2
• naïve binomial

3
• general binomial

4
• the actuarial estimate

5
• Poisson models

6
• Comparing models
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2-state model observational framework
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• observe a life from age x+a to age x+b (so right censoring taking place)
• two potential outcomes (death during the period or survival to the end)
• two pieces of data collected, both assumed to be samples from random 

variables (D and V)
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Binomial models
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Binomial type models

Much practical actuarial work relies on 
life tables
◦ pₓ or qₓ at integer ages x

Can we find probabilistic models 
which, with data, will lead to life tables 
like this?
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based on or adapted to a theory of 
probability; subject to or involving 
chance variation.



naïve binomial
observe N (iid) lives age x for exactly 1 year

d = number of death recorded [sample value from a random variable D]

if we assume each life dies with probability qₓ and survives with probability 1- qₓ

then qₓ = d is intuitive and the MLE of qₓ
       N

the estimator qₓ has mean qₓ and variance  1 qₓ(1- qₓ)
                   N

this is the naïve binomial model of mortality
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observations in practice

• we might not observe all lives for the same interval

• there are usually other (non-death) decrements

• there may be increments
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general binomial
with these observations in practice and to find an approximation to a multi-state 
model we need a general binomial model of mortality
◦ in this case to obtain a likelihood function in terms of qₓ we need a simplifying 

assumption for the distribution of Tₓ in our range x to x+1

◦ this is usually complicated to implement in practice

◦ constructing a likelihood function for the general binomial case is outside the 
scope of this module
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the “actuarial estimate”
one alternative (to the MLE) estimate of qₓ in the general binomial case is called 
the actuarial estimate

this is qₓ = d 
         Eₓ

where, Eₓ is the “initial exposed to risk” given by

  Eₓ = Eₓ  +  ∑(1-ti)

and Eₓ = v [in our previous 2-state model notation], the observed waiting time

x+ti is the exact observed age of death of the ith life in year [x, x+1]
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approximations

1. If the exact age at death (needed for Eₓ) is not available, use the 
approximation                                    
Eₓ ≈ Eₓ + ½d

2. the actuarial estimate is similar to (but ≠) a moments estimate of qₓ under 
the “Balducci assumption” that the force of mortality is decreasing between 
integer ages
◦ Which of course in practice it does not – this is a weakness of the actuarial estimate approach
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Poisson Models
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Poisson Models
an alternative model based on a different distribution assumption for Tₓ

observe N individuals for Eₓ person-years

assume a constant force of mortality µ in the observation window

then the Poisson Model says D follows a Poisson distribution with parameter µEₓ

that is

   P[D=d] = exp(-µEₓ) (µEₓ)d

       d!
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Poisson (continued)
note this cannot be an exact model for mortality as P[D>N] > 0 under this 
Poisson arrangement

… but it is often a good approximation

The Poisson likelihood function leads to the estimator  µ = D   for the constant µ
         Eₓ

with E[µ] = µ   and   Var[µ] = µ
                Eₓ
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Comparison of models
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comparisons

5 models   
& estimates

2 types of 
framework

3 questions 
we will ask
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5 models and their associated estimates

2-state model 
with MLE of µₓ

Poisson model 
with MLE of µ

naïve Binomial 
case MLE of qₓ

general 
Binomial case 

MLE of qₓ

‘actuarial 
estimate’ of qₓ
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2 types of framework
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2-state 
model

random 
variable 
Tₓ



2 types of framework

consider some population

lifetime of an individual in that population 
is a random variable Tₓ

we look for that random variable’s 
distribution function Fₓ(t) or tqₓ and 
survival function Sₓ(t) or tpₓ

with tqₓ or tpₓ we can move to obtain the 
force of mortality µₓ

consider an individual

that individual may be in one of two states 

we seek to understand how they might 
move between the two states dependent 
on the transition intensity µₓ

with µₓ we can move to obtain the 
probabilities tqₓ and tpₓ
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3 questions to ask of each model

Q1
• How well does the model represent the underlying process?

Q2

• How easy is it to find and then use the parameters needed in 
the model?

Q3

• How easy is it to extend the model to more complex 
processes? 
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Q1
How well does the model represent the underlying process?
◦ we are seeking to model the time of death

2-state model represents this precisely and does so by definition
◦ qₓ can be obtained from 1 - exp(-µ)

◦ other models are approximations by comparison
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Q1
Binomial type models represent year of death not time of death
◦ they effectively model the discrete random lifetime Kₓ rather than Tₓ

◦ so binomial estimators have a larger variance than qₓ obtained from 2-state model µ

◦ the approximation is good if µₓ small

The Poisson is also an approximation of the 2-state model unless Eₓ values are 
fixed (which would be unusual)
◦ again good approximation if µₓ small

The actuarial estimate assumes µx+t decreases over the year
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Q2 how easy to find parameters needed?

exact date 
of birth and 
entry into 

observation

exact date 
of death or 
exit from 

observation

2-state µ, 
Poisson µ, and 

actuarial 
estimate qₓ can 
all be calculated 

exactly
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Q2
2-state, Poisson and actuarial estimate parameters can all be found exactly with 
the full date set data
◦ although where exact dates not known, all models need some approximations

◦ can use the “census method” which we’ll cover later in this module

◦ although in cases where some approximation is needed to obtain Eₓ then given that 
further approximations are necessary to obtain Eₓ the actuarial method should not 
be used over the 2-state or Poisson

However, the Binomial qₓ parameter will always require further assumptions 
(e.g. Balducci) to calculate
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Q2(b) statistical properties of estimators
Estimator Consistent? Unbiased? Mean available? Variance available?

2-state MLE Yes asymptotically Yes Asymptotically 
(typically need 

d≥10)

Poisson MLE Yes Yes Yes (in terms of 
true µ but using 
observed data 
leads to same 

expressions as 2-
state model)

Yes (in terms of 
true µ but using 
observed data 
leads to same 

expressions as 2-
state model)

Naïve binomial Yes Yes Yes (in terms of 
true qₓ)

Yes (in terms of 
true qₓ)

General binomial

Actuarial estimate
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MLE approximate and so less optimal

close to a moments estimate therefore inferior properties to a MLE

An estimator is said to 
be consistent if, as the 
number of observations 
increases towards ∞ the 
sequence of estimates 
converges on the true 
value of the parameter 

An estimator is said to 
be unbiased if its 
expected value equals 
the true value of the 
parameter being 
estimated



Q2(b) statistical properties of estimators
Estimator Consistent? Unbiased? Mean available? Variance available?

2-state MLE Yes asymptotically Yes Asymptotically 
(typically need 

d≥10)

Poisson MLE Yes Yes Yes (in terms of 
true µ but using 
observed data 
leads to same 

expressions as 2-
state model)

Yes (in terms of 
true µ but using 
observed data 
leads to same 

expressions as 2-
state model)

Naïve binomial Yes Yes Yes (in terms of 
true qₓ)

Yes (in terms of 
true qₓ)

General binomial

Actuarial estimate
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close to a moments estimate therefore inferior properties to a MLE



Q3
How easy is it to extend these models to more complex processes?
◦ with >1 decrement

◦ with increments

The 2-state model is easily extended to the multi-state model
◦ estimators have the same form and statistical properties

Poisson extends to multiple decrements but not to increments

Binomial type models are very difficult to extend
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comparison questions summary
Historically in human studies where the force of mortality or transition intensity 
is generally low, actuaries have been comfortable using (initially) Binomial and 
then Poisson models

Other applications of survival modelling with higher transition intensities will 
find advantages with Markov process models

In general the best approach is to begin with a model specification which most 
nearly represents the process being modelled and only make approximations as 
required for estimation
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